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SGA discusses

ity system

expansion expected

security laws

By JANA MOON
According to Vice President of Student Affars, Bascom
Woodward, the University is expanding its security
system, especially around the women's do~mitaries.
The university will hire one night supervisor who has
considerable experience and two new patrolmen. They
will bring the force ii-om one chief and eight patrolmen to
one chief, a night supervisor and ten patrolmen. The
campus will be dlvided into three areas with a t least
three patrolmen on duty at all times. Vice President
Woodward also says that mare lighting will be instailed on
campus, especially around the women's dormitories.
Woodward adds, "If young men are caught in the
women's dormitories after visiting hours, they will be
arrested for trespassing."
Woodward concludes in saying, "We're concerned
about bettering security on this campus and will accept
any input from students.

By JANA MOON

In the Student Government Association (SG.4) meeting
Monday, Sept. 10, the Senate p a s ~ ad motion banning dll
bottles and eggs from the yearly Rat Run 2nd another
motion asking for placement of more security guards on
foot around the women's dormitories from dusk to the
first class period.
Gus Pantadas, president, discussed the problems with
Rat Run saying, "that it got way uut of hand with cars
being ruined by eggs, mcks. bottles and cans being throw.
If it happens again, the administration. will cancel Rat
Run."
The SGA also called for stricter security laws with more
police on foot around the women's dormitories from dusk
to the first c l a s period and on weekend hours a s
designated by university officials.
Other action included the announcement of a new
vending contract with B. W. Dalton. The SGA will receive
a 52.5 per cent commission. Dalton is presently installing
55 machines that will have security alarms installed to
stop vandalism. The date for Average White Band has
been changed to early in November and, the deadline for
report of active clubs and their officers will be Oct. 30. If
the SGAdoes not receive this information by that date, the
club's charter will be revoked.

Drop and add is
w
Bv KAYE DIGKIE
Boppmg and addkg claaes has been traunaahc for
students m the past. However, thanks to modern
technology and the constructive t h m h g of the JSU admlstration, droppmg and addmg classes has taken on a
new look for Fall 1979.
The new drop-add syrstem is replacing the business
dfice's long lrnes by eliminating that step completely.
Now, the first step b r students i s visiting the Office of
Admissions (ground floor of Bibb Graves) with the class
and section wanted in mind. At the Office of Admissions,
:ag, official drop-add form after
the student is given n
Dnesentinehismrard-

Firstphase of lunar eclipse

( f i o t o BY J O P.~Beale)

Faculty scholars to improve

ved.-in CEC
Just recently it has come
The Council for Exto the attention of Df. Frith ceptional Children sets its
and others, namely the other aims to:
faculty members and the
1)Allow those in their fieid
CEC o€ficers,that most of the to get to know ethers in that
students majorinxin h e i d iwIl&i&.
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JSU's scholastic excellence

(=Ec! We need your help to experiences for all those in
make our plans come true. CEC.
Which brings me to the point
d our future plans, which
Perhaps also of interest to
include the yearlv Christmas you are the names of the
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By N. KARLOVICH-SMITH
JSU's
41
"Faculty
Scholars" will be meeting in
the next few weeks to
determine and implement
their m i s a s _a aew s h d e d

majoring in yet, but JSU is
fun.Chemistry is my biggest
challenge so far. I mould like
to be involved in a n
organization of Faculty
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drop-add form after

2 ~ s e n t i n ghis student ID card.
A faculty member at the Office of Admissions pulls the
IBM card from the section desired, and it is then the
student's responsibility to complete the drop-add form,
have it initialed, and have it processed a t a computer
terminal.
Should a student want to add a class and the section he
wants has closed, a student may still add at class by
s e h g that instructor and having his form mitiaied if the
~rstructorwill accept another student. If so, the student
then follows the m e procedures he would have if he had
been given an IBM card.
Llomputer terminals are expensive, but officials a t the
academic advisement office say that the convenience
much outweighs the expensiveness.
"Long lines can be traumatic," said Bill Meehan,
director of academic advisement, '"0 we feel that the new
h p - a d d system will be beneficial to students a s well a s
h l m i z i n g confusion."
Four computer terminals are available on campus:
College of Commerce and Business Administration, Dean
Shuford's office, Memill Building; College of Science and
Mathematics, Dean Boozer's off ice, Pannell Mall; College
d Criminal Justice, Dean Barker's office, Brewer Hall;
and the Nursing Department. Two additional t e r m i i l s
h r the College of Humanities and Social Sciences and the
College of Music and Fine Arts xeonoi-der.
Last day for dropping courses without academic
penalty is Friday, October 5. A cmrse may be dropped
aiter October 5 until November 15 only if the student is
~ r t i f i e dpassing by the instructor. If the student is failing
at that time, his records will, show afailing grade.
If he 1s p a s m g , no grade will be recorded. No course
m y be dropped after November 15, 1979. September 5
was the last day to add a c l a s h r the 1979 Fall Semester

CEC o-ffjcer;s,%atmost of the
students majonng in Specild

to get to know others in that, inckadethe ye&lv Christmas
same field.
party for the many retarded
Education ( o r for that
2)
Provide
Special children around our a R a
matter? anyone mapring in Education and Education
Education with an b t e r e d i n majors the opportunity to (keep in rpind that without us
"special" children) do not work directly with special and CEO those children
would not be having a Merry
know of the most i m ~ o r t a n t children.
organization to be involved if
3) Provide services for ' C h r i s b a s ) also being tossed
around are several ideas b r
they plan on a career in these children.
Special Education. 1refer to,
The CEC motto for this raising money, one of whi&
of course, the Council for year is Get Off Your Apathy. is the $1.98 beauty contest.
Exceptional C h i l d r e n A n d t h i s i s e x a c t l ~ w h a t w e Thesethingswehopewillbe
(CEC).
hope to see. Get involved in both enjoyable and learning

In SGA action

ation hits
By JEEUI&XHARRIS
Entertainment and inflation are major concerns d
the 1979430 Student Government
Associatllo n
at
Jacksonville
State
University, according to
SGA President Gus Pantaais.
"College students being hit
by inflation want to make
m e they are geking their
money's worth academicwise and service-wise. The

SGA will try to take the
p r e s s u ~off problems l k e
the gasoline crunch,"
h n t a z i s said.
SGA senators may explore
such long-range goals this
year a s providing bus
transpaetation on campus
and providing a bicycle
rental service. Pantazis said
"the idea is to make JSU
students less dependent on
aiiomobiie~.~'
"JSU is a very car-

(Ph@ by i4I.AJ3NCLARlQ

Cocks win over A & M after loss to Mississ;P~~

oriented campus," he said.
"Students use their cars to
get to class and go to home
cm weekends. Sane (sort af
tram or trolly system would
help get students to class
without cars. Weekend
entertainment such a s
concerts might entice
students to stay on campus."
Pantazis, a senior and
native of Birmingham,
pointed out that all three
SGA officers this vear a E
political science *majors,
"which may indicate a new
trend in student government
at JSU."
Serving with Pantazis are
Tom Young of Lineville, a
junior, and Deborah Kay of
Anniston, also a junior.
"Many past SGA officers
have been business m a p r s ,
but now it s e e m s that
political science students are
getting more involved in
campus issues," Pantazis
said.
"Inflation has hit concerts
more ihan any other entertainment market,"
Pantazis said. "A top-rated
group will cost $20,000, with
another $10,00Q needed for
pmduction costs, lights and
security.
"What we hope to do is
stage smaller shows, costing
about $10,000, consisting QE
popdar groups but not big
names. We think students
would rather have several
g o d performances rather
than one or two big coccert s."
The
entertainment
committee will attempe to
book groups scheduling
major tours of the southeast
rather than pay extra to
"bring in a more expensive
show from California, which

you are' the name of the
CEC officers for this year,
they are:
Rusty Madison, president;
John Zauner, vice preddent;
Gola Blackman, treasurer;
Nancy Stanfield, secretary;
Hope P r i t t , membership
chairman, and yours truly,
the author of this newsletter,
Donna
Greene-CEC
Newsletter Editor and
Wblicity

aerermme anu nripltxllarlL
their g w i s a s a new student
group. The 19 freshmen men
and 22 freshmen women
selected to receive full oneyear scholarships as a result
af high ACT or SAT scores,
excellent high school
records, and outstanding
recommendations, must
maintain a 2.6 GPA with
other academic excellence
for the first and each consecutive year in order for the
scholarship to be renewed.

UI g c t l i u a r l u i l

UL
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Scholar activities."
Paula Angelette, 18,
Jacksonville resident, said,
"Math is my majae. I'm
thinking about teaching at
the high school level. An
organization of Faculty
Scholars would be a
challenge. We have advisors
assigned to us whom we
check with each month. I
have to get 2Bs and 3As to
maintain a 2.6 GPA."

Representatives of each of
According to Dr. R. Earl the nine academic colleges
Poore, chairman of the who are members of the
Committee of Faculty Faculty Scholarship CamScholars, several of the mittee for the 1979-80
freshmen students a r e acacemic year include Dr.
already pursuing majors in Mary McMillan, Ehglish;
pre-professional programs Ms. Cathy Motring, Nursing;
w u l d cost an arm and a such a s medicine, dentistry Dr. Bill Loftin, Business;
and engineering.
leg," Pantazis said.
Mr. John Merriman, Music;
The SGA has a schedule of
Dr. Poore said that IX. Cole Benton, Biology;
toprated movies, including
Stephen
Bitgood,
monthly
Faculty ,Scholar Dr.
many recent releases, due to
Psychology;
Dr.
Daniel
the efforts of an allvolunteer meetings with debates, guest Hollis, History; Mr. Robed
speakers,
and
research
staff headed by Dr. Stleven
MacRae, Physics; IX.Ralph
Whitton, an English in- presentations were distinct Parnell, Education; Dr.
possibilities for academic
structor.
William Reid, Physics; B.
No specific goals have enrichment.
John Van Cleave, Math ; Dr.
been made regarding guest
David Pace, undeclared Jerry Wilson, Psychdcg y ;
speakers. Pantazis said, major, Oxford resident, said, andDr. Shelby Starling, Law
"There is a definik decline "I'm not sure what I'm Ehhreernent.
in the popularity of
speakers," which he a t tributes to a lack of interest
in political issues.
SGA senators will also be
exchanging ideas concerning
student services. Students
want
more
washing
machines and dryers, mcre
vending machines in dmmitories and a student
telephone directory. SGA
officials aiso feel there i s a
need for a "student union
information center."
Tentative plans are being
made for a boxing tournament, to be held on campus
during the spring semester.
A typewriter service may
become available this year
for students who need to type
term papers and other school
related work.
"The SGA wants all
projects to be moneymakers. We want t h e
(Photo by Opal Love#:
projects we tackle to be s l f sufficient so we wont have to
request m much money kom
the a h d ~ i s ~ a t i o n , "Pan;azis said.
He said .:be SGA's $%,OW
general fund will be
Can you guess who this man is?
especially well-managed this
year. The SGA has instituted
Find the answer inside
new purchasing procedures
which include comparison
The Chanticleer.
shopping for equipment and
(See SGA, Page 4)

Guess who ?
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Follow basic safety rules
need to keep the lock numbers to themselves. If the new
combinations become common knowledge, they need to
be done away with and then, the policemen would have to
come around to the different dormitories and let the girls
in after closing hours. It would be very inconvenient on
bcth sides. Girls also need to quit propping doors open
all night. Anyone can come in.

By JANA MOON
I a m glad that university officials have decided to increase security and lighting around the women's dormitories. Now, maybe we can breath a little bit easier.
But don't get over confident. No matter how good the
university's security is, danger for personal safety will
always exist. So follow basic sdfety rulesand takecare of
yourself.
The administration wants feedback from you, so help
them make your campus a safer place. A good idea would
be to add new locks on all the doors in the dormitories
because too many people have pass keys. The combination lock numbers need to be changed and the girls

Men need to be very careful about being in women's
dcrrnitories after hours. The admmistration means
business about arresting trespassers, so be careful.
It is very depressing that students have to be locked up
and guarded for their own safety.

Nothing out-powersJSU's Homecoming
By CHUCK AVERY

large northern university
Even though homecaming- last year
b r their
is still several weeks away, homecaning by powering
many people are hard at the floats in the parade with
work preparing for the some other form beside gas
annual event.
burning vehicles.
Why not
use our
homecoming a s an opThere are several other
pcrtunity to set an example means of transportation that
b r the alumni and the could be considered. Of
community and help con- course you have the old
serve energy at the same standard of the hmse and
time. This was done by a buggy. Some may even use

Eddytorial
-

the idea of the dog sled or
mcre conventional means as
the bicycle. Roller skates
and skate boards are even
another form of modem
transportation.

See what we mean. Why
m e r e i s no limit to what
the imagination could come U~E!gas if we don't have to?
up with but we have a few The Chanticleer's theme
ideas of our own that c a l d suggestion is, "NOTHING
a
JSU
also be used. Why not power out-powers
a float with pledges an pogo Homecoming."

By M x E MOON
-

--

There is something else about this health kick our nation
is on that I want to beef about. No, take that back, there's
a whole bunch of that stuff I wantto beef about.
Number one is big brother, or Uncle Sam, or the Feds,
or whatever they are being callkl this week. Now, personally, I feel that since I passed the magic ageof 21some
time back andhave become engaged in the blissful state
of wedlock, I a m a big enough boy to decide whether
something is good for me or not, without being told so by
the government. The bureaucrats in Washington, though,
dm't seem to agree.
They have taken it upon themselves to protect me from
n v own selfdestructive impulses. Not only have they put
warning labels on some products. They, in their infinite
wisdom, have decided to ban s a n e other products all
(See EDDYTORIAL, Page 9 )

A few days ago, I was reading an article which stated
that medical authorities claimed that a child born today
could expect to live to be 150 years old.
Of course, such a child would have to strictly follow the
modern health concepts that prohibit smoking, drinking,
overeating, and also promote exercise, health foods, and
clean living in general.
Unfortunately there is a catch. Of those 150 years, the
child will spendover half of that time old. All those great
health practices will extend your life, but they cannot
greatly slow down the aging process. So all that child
really has to look forwad to is spending 75 years in a
nursing home or somewhere similar.
Personally, if that is what is to be gamed by taking care
of yourself, they can keep it. Of course, that article could
have been full of it, too. I don't really know or care to.

This Bird's View

BY
MAURICE

BOWLES
-

-

-

--

-

Letters to the editor

sticks. Iittle sisters could be
rolled around in baby
buggies. Someone should
have a rabbit powered flea t
in the parade. Has anyone
thought of a sailboat float?

1

(All letters to the editor will be printed as long as they
are not libelous andas long as they are signed.You may
request that your "name be withheld" and it will not
appear in print in the paper, but we must have your
signature. If you wish the editor, staff member or public
to reply, please request and we wll do all we can to see
that you have your answer.)
For the last two weeks many of the letters to the editor
have cmtained questions about something on campus that
had the writers confused or bothered. It is not standard
newspaper practice to answer letters to the editor, (it is
more common b r mag annes), how ever recognizing that
many students who write want and need a response to
their letters and further recognizing the difference in the
needs of the college community as opposed to those of the
average community, the editorial staff has decided to
respond to those letters which ask (questions or those
wfiich otherwise may deserve a response.
Anyone who has written in the past wanting such a
response please feel free to write again, but if you want
help in your love life, try Dear Abby.

+++

I like Jacksonville State's
campus and where it is
located. But, Jacksonville
also has a very hard and
good teaching staff which
means more studying. So, I
would like to say that the
library is the only quiet place
to study, and the problem is
that it closes at 10 when it
needs to stay open until 11.
Dale Norwood

+ Good idea !

Parking & red tape
Dear Editor,
I was surprised to find how
kiendly the people really are
here at JSU. My first week
as a freshman was hectic,
and I was homesick until I
met so many- -people.
Whenever I lost my sense Of
-direction, I was never
'aitant ask, because
everyone seems to want to
render their help.
The only complaint I have
is that there aren't enough
student parking spaces in
kmf ofthe d a r m i t a r h J t is

beauractic red tape and if
ycu can find a sdution
there re about a hundred
million taxpayers who would
love to hear it.

++++

enough of us complain
something will be cbne about
the situation. Please think
about this problem and
hopefully someone can come
up with a solution.
Name Withheld
*.You must be a freshman.
mat all I have heard
I came to this campus.
1
1
1
1
TTTT

I am only a freshman and
have been here only three
weeks. Since I have been
h r e hothmv brother and I

Dear Sir,
I would like to call your
attention to the ridiculous
process of registration. I
realize this is college, not
high school, but the fact is,
there has to be an easier
way. I changed my schedule
three times and still didn't
get my classes. Nothing is
more frustrating than being
told a class is closed when
the rest of your schedule
works out.
I understand that we are
going to have to w a

paying for my food and
books and social expenses I
cannot afford the prices of
JSU over priced books.
I as well as everyme else
am fighting the war of inflation and the people who
run JSU's bookstore add to
the problem. I dm t believe
in taking financial aid
because I believe it is for the
less fortunate (that is less
fortunate than I). To finish
school might be impossible
without financial aid but
until I can't afford it I wmP
apply for it.
I feel that JSU's bookstore
should lower prices of the
books in the interest of
students, principle gluttanty
and inflation.
Peter Cowant

++++

I've heard thousands of
time over the radio, "The
SGA wants you to becane
involved." I really dcn't
understand why they think
people are going to be so
ready "Johnny on the spot"
fired up to become involved
in SGA.
I would or &odd ernphasize the freshman class.
They have been cm fronted
by the SGA only once at
orientation sessions in whi*

student parking spaces in
front of the dormitories. It is
bad to have to walk bTd% to
underwear that had been the
carrying
the
washed with his bright md
that were taken
"Fighting Gamecock" home to Mom wash.
Julie Williams
jersey.
All of our problems were
quickly forgotten last week Mrs.Jana Moon,
I am writing to
when my roommate told me
abut
the parking dtuatiOn.
that a classmate of the
female gender would be It seems ridiciulous
get
coming over that evening. parking tickets when there
no
parking spaces
We made the usual immaculate clean up job, ex- availab1e. Especialiy when
cept for the weekdd dishes, YOU are a girl and breed
in the night with
and I made myself scarce.
As I left my excited partner, the chance of getting raped
I wondered what the evening Or mugged just because
would have in store br him. there are parking 'paces
"He ought to at least get his available.
I know this is an age old
(See BIRD, Page 6)
problem but hopefully, if
BOWLES

By MAURICE BOWL=
After fighting the A r mitory battle for three
years, it was with great
pride and excitement that
my roommate and I
t.eserved an apartment for
this fall.
The summer months
passed by quickly with the
bowledge that we would no
longer have to put up with
drunk freshmen, 60 decibel
stereos and a constant toilet
paper shortage. It would be
great, we thought, two
bachelors living the fee life:
learning to cook, entertaining girls, and having
mall parties.
We -have, however, encountered a few problems.
The sheets I bought for my
bed are too short, so I have
eighteen inches of mattress
&owing from underneath
my pillow. Other than that,
and the fact that we
somehow wound up with pink
butterfly kitchen curtains
hanging in our bedroom,
everything looks pretty
good.
Our next task, filling the
cabinet with groceries, was

also an enlightening expgience. Our wallets were
enlightened to the fact that
buying groceries would
cause them severe weight
loss.
Once we got moved m and
settled, everyday life has
provided us with several
obstacles that we are
destined to ovemome =me
day.
For instance, how was I to
know that you were apposed
to put butter in an iron skillet
before you fry an egg? And
we have yet to successfully
bake a Betty Crocker cake. I
don't understand why,
because we check it every
ten minutes or so to make
sure it's rising.
~t took us three mornings
to learn that if you put hot
water in a coffee percolator,
it will have all the wake up
power of Happy Times
hmonade .
We found that necessities
such a s mayonnaise, salt and
pepper shakers, paper
towels and toilet paper don t
just appear in their
respective places. They have
to be bought and shared
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equally. So how do you split
toiletpaper down the middle
to insure that each roommate gets his fair share?
We are having an awful
time washing clothes.
Everytime Icome back from
the washateria, I have me
more queer sock with no
mate. Last week I was in a
hurry and dried everything
an "extra hot." Now my
pemanent press shirts look
like a relief map of the
Smoky Mountains.
My roommate got laughed
at in the coliseum the other
day because all the guys
thmght he had pink mdewear. It was really white

++++

weeks. Since I have been
here both my brother and I
have been told-to go-pick up
cfiecks three different times
at the business office. All
three times we have been
told to come back later.
Since I am only a freshman, I expect a few difficulties. But my bother is a
junior and he still gets the
run around. I am sure that
we are not the only ones
getting this run around. So
why isn't something done
about it?
James Vaughn

I unaerslana mar we ale
going to have to use a
computer next semester. If
this doesn't work, I suggest
some form of pre registration. It's too important a thing to mess up.
Sincerely,
Pat Forrester

++++

orientation sessions in whicl.,
most speeches seemed to
leave you sitting in your
&air yawning.
It is time the SGA tried to
wercome the students with
several activites at the
beginning of the year, but
that pas past and the only
time you are canfronted by
the SGA now is when they get
their free spot on the radio.
When will things really get
moving?
Name Withheld

I would like to say a few
words about the outrageous
prices of books in the JSU
bookstore. The prices of the
book stores are consistently
higher than those even of
Boozer's book store which is
a profitable business.
I want to voice my
I myself cannot afford to
r ~ h eproblem you and
every other student runs into pay the high prices of books opionion on the traffic
at the business office, ad- every semester and I think p-oblem on campus. I am a
mission and every where the JSU bookstore is a r i p
(See LETTERS, Page 3)
else is properly termed off. Being a freshman and

++++

Part 111

Right of center

1

By GENE WISDOM
The central problem of the SALT I1 Treaty is our abilit]
to verify Soviet compliance with the provisions of the
agreement. The American ability to observe production,
testing and deployment of the weapons systems covered
by the treaty rests primarily on spy satillites, radar installations near the Soviet border, and airborne radar.
Both sides agreed not to hide their missiles or interfere
with each other's surveillance devices.
Thismight sound agreeable if it could work but it won't.
The United States cannot adequately verify Russian's
adherence to the treaty because of the inadequacy of our
own systems and Soviet violation of the noninterference
guarantee. If we cannot be sure that the terms will be
obeyed then the Senate should refuse to ratify the treaty
when Soviet violation of other major treatiesis so obvious.
Former Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, writing in
Reader's Digest ("Arms Control: The Russians Are
Cheating!") in December 1977 demonstrated that the
Soviets have clearly violated the first SALT Treaty. These
infractions include:
(1) They have tested a radar h r use with an antiballistic missile (AMB) system which the treaty clearly
prohibited.
( 2 ) The SALT Pact clearly forbade any work on and
deployment of ABM mobile cmponents. However, the
Russians have tested movable AMB radar.
(3) The mobile SS16 ICBM, discussed in an eaxlier part
of this series, were moved from factories at night and
camouflaged in wooded amas. This elaborate concealment is open interference with our "national
technical means" of verification in violation of the
treaties.
(4) In testing of the SS-20 lRBM, the Soviets further
ddied the above provision. When Soviets conduct tests of
their missiles we can receive and study fhe elemetry
(radio signals from the missile to ground stations which
provide information on their performance and charactwistics) from those tests. To prevent this and in violation
of the treaty they encoded SS-20 telemetry so that we
would not be able to understand it. As a note, when we

Gene

wisdom

finally deciphered this telemetry we discovered that the
missile had been tested with 2000 pounds of ballast which
if replaced by fuel would give the SS-20 intercontinental
range. The Soviets deny that it has this range.
(5) The Soviets have also tested at least five times the
SAM-5 anti-aircraft missile to determine their use as
ABM's clearly in violation of the SALT I treaties which
"clearly forbade any testing aimed at upgrading an antiaircraft missile system into an ABM system." (Laird).
Mr. Laird concluded, "Treaties that cannot be enforced
are worse than no treaties at all. They breed a baseless
sense of security and dangerous complacency." This
applies just as well to the treaty bemg considered.
The loss of monitoring stations in Iran are a serious
handicap in verifying the treaties. CIA Director Stansfield
Turner in secret testimony bebre a Senate committee in
April reportedly said it might take five years to replace
the capability we last in Iran. Such listening posts in
Turkey (which the Turks say we must have the agreement
of the Soviet Union before we can use) cannot fully
replace those in Iran. While the stations in Iran looked
straight into a prime Soviet testing range those in Turkey
a hidden behind a mountain range.
Other difficulties in veriIication include the fact that
while we may can see cruise missiles in submarines we
cannot tell whether their range is 375 or 1500 miles.
Watching their tests is not a very reliable way to determine a missile's range either because as we saw above
sometimes they deliberately test their missiles at below
full-performance capabilities. It would also be hard to
verify if they are MIRVing (fittingmissiles with multiple
warheads) their ICBM's. In addition, while satellites can
photograph missile launchers they cannot usually detect
hidden missiles. Satellite verification may grow more
difficult in the near future due to the Soviet theft of the
operational manual of our most powerful reconnaissance
satellite.
Satellite analysts must direct the satellite's cameras
where they think they can find something, considering the
vast Soviet landmass. But in the mi&1970s, it took two

There 'spoison
i n the SALT
years before our satellites detected all of the four huge
radar installations, which may be the largest in the world,
near the Arctic Circle. And wen then only after a tip from
a defector. Also, many m a s such a s the four main Soviet
missile works-at Moscow, Gorki, Dnepropetrovsk and
Bisk, are frequently hidden by thick cloud cover.
Besides these shortcomings in our means of
verification, the Soviets are developing what may soon be
a clear threat to our reconnaissance satellites--"killer
satellites." Since 1967 they have conducted a series of 16
experiments to develop a satellite whose purpose is to
destroy unwanted breign satellites. Three years ago a U.
S. early warning surveillance satellite was "blinded" and
its companion message relay sdtellite knockedout. Some,
including Major General George Keegan, who first
brought theseSoviet efforts to the attention of the Pentagon, believe that they were knocked out by an exp i m e n t a l high-powered laser beam from earth.
According to "A New Strategy for the West" (by Lt.
Gen. Daniel Graham), "Killer satellites. . . are not very
useful for a record-strike strategy, but they are important
to a first - strike strategy and their mcludoqin the Soviet
strategic arsenal adds to th mounting evidence of Soviet
rejection of deterrence a s the primary rationale for
nuclear forces."
Verification is a definite problem with this treaty as
with SALT I and cannot be otherwise as long as Communist ideology views diplomatic agreements as scraps
of paper to be obeyed when practical and disregarded
when compliance conflicts with thestrategic goal of world
danination. While Communist morality which is an integral part of Marxist-Leninist belief views only that
which aids in the expansion of the Community system as
good no treaty upon which our survival as a nation
depends should be entered into with such o&'tries. SALT
1. is such a treaty.
In the next portion of this sries, to becontinuedwithin a
few weeks, the U. S. deterrence policy of MAD (Mutual
Assured Destruction) on which we have based arms
limitation proposals will be exam hed.

Page 3

Letters
(Continued From Page 2)
CorrPnater and no matter
what t m e I get to s&ool I
can never find a parking
space close to my classes. I
always have to park a long
way from my class and walk
allday.By the endof the day
I'm too tired to think about
studying.
I think that spending all
that money last year to paint
the curbs red, for the
cammuters and green for
dorms was a "white
elephant." The paint was
expensive and this year both
colors are for the same
student. I don't understand
why some of them that are
painted yellow are doing so.
One that comes to mind is
the curb in kont of the house
of the president of the
mivenity. I feel that same
af these yellow curbs could
be used for students'
parking.
Name Withheld

++++

I have a complaint and
maybe you can help. Have
you ever come out of a party
and your car was gone?
Well, I am a keshman at
JSU and it was the third
night we were here. A bunch
cf girls and I piled in a car
and went to a party. When
we came out the car was
gone. That is the wcrst
feeling in the world. I know
there are others at JSU that
this has happened to. I don't
disagree with the law or
anything but they ought to
leave a sign or something to
-

let you know where your car
is at. I know you probably
can't help but maybe if
everyone worked maybe we
could do something about
this.
Lisa Hodges
+Cars parked on yellow
curbs in both the city and cn
campus are towed away.
Also, cars which block
driveways or obstruct traffic
are often towed off. If you
come back to your car and it
is gone, you should contact
either the campus or city
police, depending on where
you were parked.

++++

I am writing you in concern of your sports section. I
am a freshman and I was

strain on the students. It is a
waste of the students time to
stand in line and then
discover that the class he
wants has been closed.
The tables should be
arranged alphabetically so
the confused freshmen and
any other first time students
are able to find the tables
without difficulty. Having to
run wildly all over the
registration room doesn't
accomplish anything except
frustration to the students.
Darryl Cole

Friendly
Campus
Dear Ms. Moon,
I am new at JSU and so far
it's been great. It takes
getting used to all the new
faces and teachers. The
dorm life is great, considering at the girls running
in and out of your room. It
really gives you a chance to
meet a lot of people. I really
think I'm going to like JSU,
but I still miss home.
Name Withheld.

told that JSU had a good
basketball team and that the
school newspaper covered
all sports. I have only seen
one paragraph in your paper
about the basketball team.
Although you are covering
other off-season sports, you
are not covering basketball.
I would like to see mare
articles on basketball.
I know that it is football
season but some people are
interested in other spcrts, +Everyone does.
too. I would like to see more
article on the other varsity
Dear Sir,
sports at JSU.
This is my first year at Jax
Name Withheld
State. I have been very
After participating in the impressed by many things at
ordeal of registration, I the university. One thing
believe several changes that stands out in my mind is
could be made. Computers the music program here.
should be used to ease the Being a drummer myself, I

++++

++++

a

<

have cane to follow the
Drum Corps and their music.
Ever since my frehman
year in hlgh school I have
followed the line. Our drum
line at m$ high school uses
them as a model. I just want
to thank the drummers from
years past and all present
b r supplying me with many
hours of enjoyment.
Sincerely,
Joel K. King

+ +++++

To the Editor,
After staying on the JSU
campus for a couple of
weeks, there is one thing out
of many that I noticed. This
is the way the campus
grounds are maintained. I
want the people (who take
care of mowing the lawns
and trimming the hedges) to
know that this is really
appreciated.
Because
keeping the grounds neat i s
what makes the campus look
so great.
Glenda Benford

way, they show how much
they care about you and
want you to be as combrtable as you possibly can.
Sincerely yours,
Julie Wilson

++++

Dear Ms. Moon,
I would like to say I am
really impressed by the
friendly people here at JSU.
I am a freshman and I was
totally lost when I arrived.
Nevertheless, everyone was
more than willing to help me
find my way around. I must
say I really appreciate the
friendliness. I feel right at
home here now.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Boxx

+++

Dear Editor,
The thought of JSU never
really struck me as being as
friendly as everyone said,
but after I arrived I found
this to be true. Everyone is
very friendly and treats one
like a human being and not
just another number in a
crowd. JSU is my choice
Dear Editor,
over any other place.
I am a beginning freshman
Name Withheld
at Jacksonville State
University. I would like to Dear Mrs. Moon
comment to you about the
Since I have been atextreme friendliness of tending JSU I have found it
everyone on campus at to be the friendliest campus
Jacksonville State. The in the South. I have found it
familiar saying that this ,-to be true by the many
college is "the friendliest in respectful services, such a s
the South" is certainly true. fre &men orientation, SGA,
Everyone you meet, Greek system, and the life cn
whether it be faculty campus. JSU has been
members or students, goes proven to be the friendliest
out of his or her ,way to be campus in the South.
In this
extremely friendly.
Name Withheld
--

++++

++++
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I would like to say that the
NC grade is one of the best
ideas of the university. This
shows that the faculty cares
what the students do. It also
assures that students learn.
Sincerely,
Name Withheld

++++

I just want to say that I'm
glad I chose Jax State. It has
held up to the reputation of
being
Campus in the South." The
teachers all show an interest
in the students and are
you with any
problems. The students I
have met are all willing to
b

I
I

lend a hand even when busy
with their own worries. The
friendliness here on campus
has helped me through these
first few weeks and I hope it
will always remain "The
Friendliest Campus in the

care less if I got the subjects
that I needed or not, but,
instead I was met by very
friendly people whoset out to
do everything in their power
to get me what I needed,
even if it meant staying after
South."
hours to try and work
Name Withheld
something out. M y appreciation- and gratitude ;s
Dearsir,
extended to Mr. Meehan and
I would like to comment
everyone responsible for
Bill Meehan and
getting me set up here at Jax
the other personnel who State.
,k
with inducting late
Danny C. Boshell
students into this he institution of higher learning.
As a late student, I figured to (ge LETTERS, Page 4 ,
find counselom who could

++++
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Where Do Test Tube Babies
Come From ?
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Wed. Sept. 19,7:30p m
Room 114Ayers Hall
Guest Speaker Dr. Jean Paxton
SPONSORED BY JSU BIOLOGY CLUB
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Visit the Art Carved Representative
This Week
Buy Now and Save on Selected
Traditional and Contemporary
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see our Wide Variety of New
Styles.
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SGA

(Continued From Page 1)
supplies.
think something needs
"Well finance the school fiancing, then the SGA fl
soccer t e a m , help the go to work on it," he said.
cheerleaders and other
he SGA goals overly
student organizations with ambitious this year?
problems. We'll stick our
"When students have
necks out in a thousand gripes, we listen," p a n t a s
directions to keep Our, said. "We believe if we
students
e n t e r t a i n e d , work together, we can
amfortable and happy. If a eventually accomplish our
high percentage of students' goals."

No more
red M&M's

(Continued From Page 3 )

Dormitories
Dear Editor,
I a m a freshman in Dixcn
Hall. I a m very pleased with
axon and the people who
are in it. For a r o o m m a t e I
lave a senior who is great to
-oom with. Nothing against
ny roommate, but why don't
h e freshmen men have a
lall like the girls' freshmen
lall?
Name With held

+++

Dear Editor,
I'm writing this letter to
you to complain about
wndi tions in dormitories.
First of all, a person pays
$200 to live in an air conditioned dorm, and the damn
things don't even work.
Second, the toilets don't wen
have toilet paper. Third, the
noise level late at night is
unbearable. A person can't
wen sleep. Surely these
things aren't hard to do
something about. I vtish the
dcrm directors would get off
their butts.
Name Withheld

students. An lnstltuuon as
well established a t JSU
should be capable of offering
living quarters to any one
who wishes to live on
campus. Jacksonville is
obviously going to lose a
relatively large portion cf its
prospective students
because of the pasition it now
finds itself in .
l'he administration of
Jacksonville should have
had the ability to foresee
such a growth in attendance.
There is absolutely no logical
reason for their inability to
see Jacksonville through this
time of expansion and
development.
-Mark Brock

+At this time plans are
be.g made to build a new
female dorm and after the
new Fine Arts Buliding is
completed,
Abercrornbie and
Pannel
will be
remodeled into male

As for the current shortage
in the past, JSU has been a

commuter cqllege, with
+Now you know why many students driving to
apartments around here are school daily from Anniston
at a premium.
and Gadsden. The administration could not
I would like to express my bresee the gas crisis which
concern over the inadequacy stopped this canmuting any
of JSU's failing to provide more than anyone else could.
ample living room for its

++++

++++

HSC coordinates

By C H W K AVERY
While in my English 302
dass,a young man lit a titick
d incense and put it behind
his ear like you would a
pencil. The whole room
snelledof jasmine but as the
class ended, I woundered if
he would remember to put it
out before he burned him-

.

e

++++
In passing a teacher, 1 =w
her
mented
yawn'
thatIshe should wake
'Om-

JSU's 'FacultyScholars '
Left to right, First row: Letitia Landers, Paula
Angelette, Liz Howle. Standing: Sharon Henson, Donna

Dear Ms. Moon,
I came to JSU expecting to
have a little fun and a lot of
work. In our dorm every one
is having a lot of fun,but all I
have is a lot of work. How
can I do all my work while
the dorm with all the hell
raising going on? My
roommate and I a r e looking
b r an apartment if you know
where one is please let me
know.
+Honey, you're lucky you
have a place to sleep.
Apartments? No way!
t

++++

Dear Ms. Moon,
I thought I'd let you know
what went on around JSU
during the Labor Day
weekend.
Some friendsand I decided
The Human Services ditional volunteers a r e to go to the Copper Penny. I
Center is coordinating a needed. A background in went ahead to check the
Special Education Program Special Education
is place out, and about 45
but
not minutes later, my friends
with the Girl Scauts of preferable
America,Cottaauilla_necessaru.~If urn are in- came running in telline me

education program
-

Photo by Opal Lovett

Howell, Cynthia Brown, Patty Ferguson, Susan Moore,
Ann Slaton, Steve Nolen and Mark Mudler.

key word. If you can't sleep
in your dorm then why pay
so much for a useless place?
Studying is another vital
issue. How can one learn
anything when there is so
much noise going on? Okay,
so classes have just started
and everyone is a little keyed
up, but there are extremes.
When five girls are raising
hell next door to you for nine
solid hours, it gets
+Oh, the woes of dorm life frustrating to try and study.
In my opinion studying and
Dear Editors,
noise a r e just two non
I would like to have a word compatible things.
with those who live in dorFor those who are the rude
mitories. When you live in a culprits, all I can say is that
dorm you find that people you're also disrespectful,
are the rudest creatureson disturbing, disgusting and
earth. Yelling, r u n n i n g , - disliked. You should learn to
playing
football
and behave decently when it
basketball, turning on loud comes to your actions afmusic. This all goes on in a fecting someone else's life.
college dorm and can be Be kind and considerate and
annoying to those who aren't the dormitory will be a nice
participating
in
such place to live, sleep and
ruthless acts. Those who are
*

three football players a t our
door. That s t a r t e d a
wrestling match after about
two and a half hours they got
the message. Then all of a
sudden (noon Saturday) I
was put out in the hallway
bed and all and just left there
until I got up. And that was
m e more fun filled weekend
at JSU.
Name Withheld

++++

%

Dear Ms. Moon
Many of my friends have
purchased one of the meal
tickets the school has to
offer. They also canplain
that their schedule doesl't
work out where they can eat
all their meals. I was wondering why a meal ticket
couldn't be purchased for
just the breakfast, dinner or
supper meals or whichever
they preferred. In a sense,
they a r e wasting their
money for meals they are not
eating. Also, the cafeteria
could serve longer hours and
offer a larqer variety.
Name Withheld

Then the radio D.J. an.
nounced it was only 6:30 and
I knew then what had hap
pened.
1111
T

up. In reply she said, "It's
terrible when your own
lectures put you to sleep'."

++++

This past weekend, a
kiend from Georgia viited
me. Forgetting about the
time difference, he set all of
my clocks by his watch
without telling me. When I
got to class an Monday
morning,
I
thought
something was wrong when
the parking lots were empty.

I

T

I

While walking by thi
amphitheatre last Sunday,
heard a motor running
:
decided to investigate. mi
answer to mv investieatior
led me to another quistion
b%y would the universit4
in a building
leave
the air conditioner
they only or

a year?

++++

It has been a year since 1
felt the way I did today. Fall
is almost upon us and with
the fall comes the excitement of colored leaves,
amler days and football.
Jacksonville is a nice place
to be this time of the year.

++++

There are no more REC
Ma's.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND COUNSELING SERVICES
ABERCROMBIE HALL
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
JOB INTERVIEW

NAME OF COMPANY OR SC:iOOL S Y S T P l i L L H R O N I C C A T 4
ADDRESS

DAl L A S ,

C o m p u t e r Science

TYPES OF POSITIONS-

SYSTEYS

B u s ~ n e s s ~ " dt ' - . a .

SENIORS O K L Y ! ! ! !
DATE

THURSDA!

.

SEPT.

27, 1 9 7 9

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD

INTERVIEW H O U R S U T 0 4 p l 1 2

libercro~ble Hall-Placement Office

INFORMATIONAL BROCHURES MAY BE READ INAPPROPRIATE ATTIRE SHOLLD BE WORN
The CDCS Office and Interviewers require chat a "Data Sheet for
Placement Service" be filed with che University Placement Office
before signing up for an interview.
DATA SHEETS MAY BE SEC:URED IN CDLS OFFICE, ABERCROKSIE HbJ.1.
PLEASE CHECK YOUR T I M : A N D DATE OF INTERVIEW.

+SGA offers different meal
plans with the smallest one
being two meals in five days.
If you can't make a certain
meal due to classes, go see
w .
XT.,,

L.

x.

.

TEXAS

FACULTY:

PLEASE ANNOUNCE IN YOIR CLASSES

Houston Police Departnent, Houston, Texas will b e on campus
Monday, Se?tenber 24, 1979
Trailer will b e parked in front of Student Commons Bldg

for anyone

WlLll
u1e uu-I 3CVULS 01
America, Cottaquilla
Council. At this time three
students haved volunteered
to help set up the program in
the various schools in this
aRa. However, to make this
a successful endeavor ad-

prerer-aule
wuc
not
necessary. If you are interested in volunteering a
few hours per week to help

~ ~ l u ~ u later,
l e s my rrienas
came running in telling me
the third floor of my Q m
was on fire. Running all the
way at 11 p.m.,we found out
insure this program's suc- that somebody just set the
cess please call 435-9820 Ext. fire extinguisher off. So we
397 or 398.
went back to the dance,
came in around 2 and found

For the Fall Semester 1979 the Human Services Center has
placed students in field experiences m the following agencies
Cobb Junior figh School (In House Suspension Program)
Cobb Junior High School (Peer Counsehng)
YMCA
Regional Medical Center
Alabama Volunteers in Corrections
United Way
Boy Scouts
Gw1 Scouts
Red Cross Runaway House, Gadsden
Department of Pensions and Security in Gadsden
Cerebral Palsy Center of Anniston
The Bridge Drug Alert Center, Gadsden
Reahty House, Gadsden
Jacksonville Parks and Recreation
Golden s~~~~
Nursing Home
Jacksonville Nurslng Home
Aging Nutrition Center, Jacksonville
Coosa Valley Detention Center, Anniston
Talladega Presbyterian Children's Home
Jacksonville State University Laborabry Nursery School
Cleburne County Board of Educationand Sup-nntendent of
Schools

parLlclpaLlrlg
111
sucri
ruthless acts. Those who are
participating should be
banned from society, or at
least the dormitory, for
disturbing their very close
neighbors.
You see, people, dorms are
a place of rest; sleep is the

place to 'vet
'1"~
stlidy.
Name Withheld

and

ma'

'

c ' a s ~ go
,
HIuy
director' and
he will handle it.

13 i >
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Trailer

w i l l be parked in f r o n t of s t u d e n t c o m o n s B ~ d g . f o r anyone

il),

i n t e r e s t e d ~n t a l k i n g w i t h them.
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Total lunar eclipse seen from
JSU's observatory
By JOHNP. BEALE
On Thursday morning, Sept. 6, 1979, a total lunar eclipse
highlighted the predawn sky b r those few who were
willing to endure the early morning hours to catchsight of
this celestial wonder. The entire United States a s well a s
other parts of the world were able to see at least a partially eclipsed moon. The continental Unitedstates a s well
as Hawaii was able to observe totality in a completely
dark sky, except for the extreme northeast which was
overtaken by sunrise before totality could be completed.

2nd phase of eclipse

To set the record straight, let us first decide just what a
lunar eclipse is. In order to fully understand why a lunar
eclipse can take place, we must first recognize that the
moon shines by reflected light from the sun only. Every
month the moon takes on different shapes, called
"phases." This is due to the position of the earth in between the moon and the sun. The more sunlight that is
blocked by the earth means that there is less sunlight
reaching
.Wng
. . . the
. .moon.
. . During a full moon there is no light
blOCBed by the earth. LXlrlng a new moon, the moon
is completely hidden in the earth's shadow. During a total
lunar eclipse, the earth is in a position to throwits shadow,
caused by the sun, across the moon completely in a matter
of three or four hours. Here in Jacksonville, Alabama, the
very outer portion of the earth's shadow, known a s the
,'penumbra", struck the moon a t about 3:30 a.m. local
time and proceeded to darken the very bright full moon
and turn it pale orange color. As the eclipse progressed,
the entire moon was noticeably dimmer and then the dark
inner portion of the earth's shadow known a s the "Umbra" began to cross the moon's surface. This portion of
the eclipse began about 4: 18 a.m. local time. During this
pcrtion of the eclipse the moon began to disappear
completely from sight. As the observer watched, more
and more of the moon began to vanish from sight until
about 5:31 a.m. when the moon became totally eclipsed.
Although observation of the moon emerging from the
earth's shadow was seen in the mid-western states and
California, sunrise overtook us here a t Jacksonville
before we couldcatch it. Although people might think that
a lunar eclipse is a rare occurence they are wrong. A
lunar eclipse occurs every six months minus twenty-two
days. The next lunar eclipse visible here at Jacksonville,
ak anywhere in the United States is March 15, 1980. This
m e will be visible around midnight, so everyone interested needs to try to catch it.

4th phase of eclipse

The wonders of the lunars is one of the many great
things that God has given us tp enjoy. Let us all be more
aware of the happenings in the universe around us and
more thankful to our Lard ti, r his greatness and love for us

all.

See phase one onpage one.

3rd phase ot eclipse

(Photos by John P. Beale)

5th phase of eclipse

Congratulations
Jacksonville State University

Lasn In
your can

Last year Jacksonville State University was thellumber one school in all of the
southeast in the recycling of aluminum
cans. At the same time J.S. U. finished
ninth of all schools in the entire nation.
These noteworthy accomplishments
came about through "The Really Great
Pick-em-up Contest" sponsored by the
Miller Brewing Co. a n d Quality
ever age Co.
Miller Brewing Co. is the national
leader in the effort to recycle aluminum
cans. Miller, along with Quality
Beverage Co., is also the leader in
recycling on the J. S.U. campus.
This year in addition to the great
prizes given away in "The Really Great
Pick-em-up Contest", Quality Beverage
will pay 25e per pound for any and all
types of aluminum cans.

/======

At your Miller Reclamation Center.
B

So pitch in and help keep our city clean
and turn your cans into cash.

F o r more information, contact Bill Harris at 435-9860 or Jim Bohanon a t 435-3962.
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Book review

W LJS - 92 still
gozng strong

'Fraternity Row'

By CHUCK McCARTY

Fraternity Row is an
explosive yet emotional look
at Greek life in the early 50s.
It vividly displays the social
and personal life of members
(actives) and pledges
(freshmen) of a popular frat
on a fictitious campus. From
the relationship of the
brothers to the link between
them and a sister sorority,
this flick shows the adjustment and conhrmity m e
must suffer through to be
socially accepted into a frat.
Peter Fox gives a good but

By CHUCKMcCARTY

In the fall of 1975 these was a filst at Jacksonville State
University. That is, an on-campus student radio station
started broadcasting on a regular basis. That station,
WWS-92 FM, is still going strong, cranking out great
vibrations to Jacksonville and surrounding areas. From
within the basement studios in Bibb Graves Hall, to the
antenna atop Houston Cole library comes the sound that
keeps JSU in beat with today's w x l d .
The format of WLJS is pretty simple yet highly entertaining. Rock n'rolland top 40 songs are featured along
with some old gold tunes fkom days past. At night a s much
as 4 minutes per hour is devoted to rock. Also included
are latest hits and albums that are popular locally.
9 2 J also boasts aE commercial free listening, quite
different from most area stations. A popular part of the
hrmat includes a request line. The 925 request line is
always open a t 435-5463or 43J-LINE a s the DJs have
dubbed it. Students can call and request their favorite
tunes a s well a s the format music.
Like every g o d r a d i o station, WLJS has an excellent
administrative staff. John Selrnan, a junior, is the new
station manager. He has introduced new promotions and
ideas such as a news correspondent to the SGA. John is a
good leader and keeps the station running smoothly.
Among other executive personnel is Leo Davis, a senior,
who is the Drogram director and Randy O'Donnel,
production manager, who is also a senior. In the news
department there is Art Turner, senior, news director,
who does a great pbof coordinating the world, national,
state and local news. His roundup of all top news at 5:45
has all the latest scoop from stories the United Press
International (UPI), lGe. Art also has a very efficient
newsstaff (including this writer) who a r e alwayson hand
to k i n g newscasts, ten minutes before every hour. John
elma an is very pleased with Art and the news staff.
Another senior, Steve Godbey, is the station's music
director who keeps the audience in tune with the latest
hits. The faculty advisor, Mr. John Turner, is always
helpful in maintaining the efficiency of the station.
WLJS offers many benefits to the student at JSU. The
music, news, and announcements are just a few of the
services that your radio station provides. From Big
J&nls early morning shows Monday, Wednesday and
Fridays to help wake those sleepy students to Johnny
Self's dynamite Tuesday and Thursday early shows,
WUS has something for everyone. ' There is even a
cl&ssical music show kom 12 to 3 followed by a jazz

not startling performance as
Rodger the new pledge
master of Gamma Nu Pi. He
is the hem who is in conflict
throughout the film because
he wants the age old ritual of
fraternity hazing stopped or
at least moderated to a level
of decency.
Chunk, played by Scott
Newman, is Rodger's antagonist who wants to take
his bad memories of hazing
out on the new pledge c l a s .
This tends to pit him and
Rodger head-on in a fight
(See REVIEW, Page 9 %

From the pitts

D.J. Randy O'Donnell

(Photo by Ron Mitchell j

'Nutshell9
photo award recently
given to two graduates
A recent graduate of
Wright State University in
Dayton, OH, and a graduate
student
at
Temple
University in Philadelphia
have won first place awards
in the student competition of
the Sixth Annual NikonNutshell Photo Contest. A
professor at the College of St.
Rosein Albany, NY has won

Cynthia Bornhorsi, who
majored in fine arts while
attending Wright State
University, placed first in
the contest's black and white
category. Edward Fiorini, a
graduate
student
in
education
at
Temple
University, took top honors
in the color category. Martin
Benjamin, who has taught

years, won in the faculty
cmpetition. As first place
winners in the national
contest, each receives $1,500
in Nikon photographic
equipment.
In all, 199 prizes totaling
$13,250 were awarded in the
contest sponsored jointly by
Nikon, Inc., and Nutshell
magazine.

won third prize.
Faculty runners-up were
Steven Hirsch, New School
for Social Research, New
York, NY, who placed
second;
and
Thomas
Gutekunst, Cedar Crest
College, Allenton, PA, who
was awarded third prize.
Second place winners
receive $1,000 in Nikon

BYLISHABROWN
As you sit in class listening
attentively to your professor,
do You ever wonder about
that Person sitting in front of
You or beside you? Do You
ever ask of yourself the
Classic questions: Why Can't
I be relaxed and with it like
that Person over there? Why
do I always have to be the
m e with all the CraP to do
and responsibilities? Why??
1 just want to know why! !
If you've experienced
these feelings I'm sure You
later realized how unnecessary and fiDolih
are. You probably counted
Your blessings to Illake
yourself feel better . . . "Uh,
well, I've got two legs, strong
teeth,a face, (that's all 1can
S Y for it). I'm only about 40
pounds overweight, and I
east a t least two meals a day
so I'm better off than all the
starving children in deprived
foreign countries.
m a t next? You proceed to
the next step. You cease to
care. Youtake the "I feel the
PITTS and I don't care who
knows it" attitude.

went wrong, you ripped you1
clothes and p d e d your hail
and pashed y o u teeth ant
walked around town. Nobod)
Mhered you. They'd see yc~i
boundaroundthe corner anc
they would refrain kom
asking questions like
" m a t ' s wrong?" I would
apparent that you felt the
pitts and wanted society to
leave you alone!!! Then
there could be a law dating
that anyone disturbing a
person in the "pittsn state
would be prosecuted.
Of course we all know tha
the best way to handle thing:
h e n :~ou'rein the pitts is
get out. Think abou
=mething funny or laugh a.
the stupidity of
&,ation even though it's no'
really stupid. "Here I an:
sitting in a psychology clas
feeling like crud city! Ha Hz
H, Ha Ha ! !
Then your profess01
proclaims you a neurotic
hysteric skitzophrenic with z
Uwandering liverH 01
rnething.
In conclusion, I just wan1

. claslcal muslc show &am U to 3 tollowea by a ]azz

after all, it's your station ! Keep tunedto92JFM.
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top honors in the faculty
contest.

WryarIlm, wno nas caugnr
photography at the College
cf St. Rose b r the past seven

Palin--the stars as well as the writers of the film.
Produced by John Goldstone and directed by Terry Jones,
the HandMade Films presentation is a Warner Bros.Orion Pictures release through Warner Bros.

'Guvs & Dolls' - Catch it
J

-

BY LISHA BROWN
fiooling around!
Dr. Wayne Claeren, the
Idropped by Self Cafeteria
to see how rehearsal for the director of "Guys and
drama department's up- h l l s " , had come Corncoming production of "GUYS plementary remarks conand Dolls" was coming cerning his cast. He said that
along. I saw a roomfull 2 the cast was large and good,
very talented young people good singers and actors.
engaged in some heavy
The ~ l a vis set in New
rehearsal. They weren't Ycrk
ihe 195OYs,which

gives it a certain nostalgic
quality. It's a comedy with
good music. The play will be
accompanied
a iuu
orchestra.
Production dates for
"Guys and Dolls" are October 9th - 13th, curtain time
is 8:00 in Self Cafeteria.

Guess Who
this week

is
Dr. Green4 Taylor ,
Dean of Education
at JSU.

Next week 'is flicks
. ' & . BW R N
relationships. They play two Williams. The film cmtains
One of the most en- rock stars-one up and several concert scenes.
tertaining movies of the coming, the other going
1970s.Barbara Streisand and down fast. It's a beautiful
OH, GOD!
Kris Kristofferson star in love story enhanced by the
God comes down to earth
this sensitive, realistic look Grammy Award winning in the form of a snappy old
at fame and fortune and music composed by Barbara 'George Burns in this bax
changes in man-woman Streisand
and
Paul office smash. John Denver

.-.+,niia3

-ak-'*b

portrays a supermarketmanager chosen by God to
assist in straightening cut
mankind. This movie offers
great performances by
Burns and Denverwhomakes
a delightfully funny comedy
team.

-"

equipment and third place
to say one thing, "I feel thc
Wouldn't it be nice if We P I ~ and
winners receive $750 in
S I don't care whc
could bring back ancient knows it! Gnash Gnast
equipment.
traditions? If something ~~~~h . , ,
In addition, 15 fourth
prizes, 25 fifth prizes and 50
honorable mentions were
awarded in each categwy to
student photographers. Ten
honorable mentions were
(Continued From Page 2)
awarded to faculty members.
supper cooked" I thought. there and started looking
Nikon, Inc., is a subsidiary
I returned that evening to down between the plates,
of Ehrenre ich Photo-Optical find my obviously disap- and she got real excited. "
Industries, Inc., Garden pcinted roommate sitting on
"Why?" I asked.
City, New York. Nutshell is the couch.
"She was a zoology major.
published by 13-30 Cor"What went wrong?" I She said there was a weird
poration, Knoxville, Ten- asked.
strain of fungus growing on
nessee, a ten-year-old firm
"Well, she came in and we our dirty dishes. Then she
specializing in marketing took up a normal con- grabbed one of the plates,
programs and educational versation. Everything was said she just had to have it
publications for the young gbing really great. Then she for class tomorrow, jumped
adult age group. 13-30 glanced over at our dirty in her VW and drove off
Corporation also publishes dishes m the counter. She without even saying goodseveral business magazines. jumped up and ran wer bye."

revzew

The Monty Python troupegets itself all together during
a break in filming their latest epic, "Monty Python's Life
of Brian." From left to right: Terry Jones, Terry Gilliam,
Graham Chapman, Eric Idle, John Cleese and Michael

.-.-..-

xrc--zlvs

Runners-up in the color
category were Margaret E.
Wingfield, New York
University, who placed
second; and Dick L. Van
Halsema Jr., University of
Missouri at Columbia, who
placed third. In the black
and white category, E d
Kashi, Syracuse (NY)
University, placed second;
and Peter Haley, University
of California at Berkeley,

Book

The Monte Python troupe

+~,uuv

IImgaLUIe.

( WANGERIN, Walter. The
book of the dun cow. Harper
& ROW,1978. 241p 77-25641.
6.95 ISBN 0-06.020346-6.
C.I.P.)
A rare and strange animal
fable, which is moral, yet not
moralistic ; fantastic, yet
truthful. I h e plot focuses on
Chanticleer, a rather
likeable anti-hero, who
rallies the animals-most of
them as full of foibles a s
their leader--to do battle
first against Cockatrice, a
despicable rival (partly
rooster, partly serpent), and
then against the source of
evil, Wyrm, who with his
m i e s of basiliks almost
succeeds in escaping his
prison underworld and
destroying creation. It is not
Chanticleer, however, who
saves the world but rather a
woe-begone "rug" of a dog,
Mundo Cani, who dies in a
moving climax of terror and
sacrifice. But if there is a
religious allegory, it is never
obtrusive. The characterizations are powerful,
even unforgettable. The
plot-especially the stark
battle scenes-has
momentum almost beyond
belief. The original BO,-,~of
the dun cow-Irish legends
which were said to have bn
recited by Fergus Mac Rdch
(who rose from the dead to
recitethem) to St. Ciaran of
Clonmacnoise (who wrote
them on the hide of a dun
cow)--could hardly surpass
this 20th century namesake.
Its style, plot, theme, but
above all, i t s characterizations will surely place
this Dun cow among the
dassics.
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Bird

Public Square

Roma's

Pizza & Steak
House

N53W

LUNCH SPECIAL
Served Dally From
l100am to400pm

$3.19
1/2 Chicken
pieces

No Checks

WMI

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Sunday thru T h ~ r r d . 1~1 00 A M to 1 W A M
Frld.y and S.turd.y
] I M) A M te 2 00 A M

With F.F., B. Potatoe
Sour Cream II hbd

Free Delivrry
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JSUk art major
holds public exhibi

Photo by Opal Lovett

JSU's Jazz Quartet

Left to right: Clyde Cox, Myrtice Fields, Tommy Krammer, Craig Biegler, Ron Surace, Rayvan Dur, Chris Daglis.

'An Evening of Jazz '
concert comzng to JSU
By LISHA BROWN
Tuesday night, Sept. 25, at 7:30, the Mason Hall Performance Center will stage "An Evening of Jazz."
Featuring Dr. Ron Surace and the JSU Jazz Quartet and
the friends of Jazz.
On the friends of jazz, Dr. Clyde Cox, will be performing
mme of his original works, singing original compositions
and playing piano. The arrangements will include the JSU
Jazz Ensemble.
Dr. Cox played in big jazz bands in New York as a
trombonist before he began his
career in
English.
According tc Dr. Ron Surace, Dr. Cox has tremendous
expertise in the history of jazz in the Southeast from 1900
to the present.
Also featured will be Myrtice Fields singing gospel and

jazz selections. When *e toured with the Jazz Ensemble
in Europe, she brought the house down with superb
inging voice and audience appeal. Myrtice Fields has
made numerous appearance on television and radio. She
now directs the voice of Anniston, a fantastic gospel choir.
The Jazz Quartet, conssting of Dr. Ron Surace at the
keyboard, Rayvan DUE,Tommy Krammer and Chris
Daglis, will perfom criginal works composed and
arranged by Dr. Surace along with jazz standards. The
quartet, all music maprs, toured Europe with the en~ m b l this
e summer and played on radio and television
with Dr. Surace.
There will be no admision to the concert and it is open
to the public for their enjoyment.

Lee Manners , Marvin Shaw's art
works recently exhibited
On September 25th, Dr.
Emilie Burn is scheduled to
give a gallery talk tD the

competition
Arizona.

in

Tucson,

Manners of our Art Holmes a t the end of last
Department were included year, received a very good

The Birrnineham N e w ~ m in_theshnur_

-

-

review in the .Time

1979-

By N.KARUlVICHSMlTH
Ms. Andrea Gardner, JSU junior and art rnapr, held
her first public exhibit at Hoke's Bluff first annual arts
and crafts show Sunday, Sept. 9, from 10a.m.6 p.m. The
event, sponsored by the Lions Qui~
of Hoke's Bluff,drew a
crowd of over 500 people and featured over 50exhibits.
Ms. Gardner, who showed her work in batik, oil,
charcoal, and pastel, said that *e felt public response to
her work was good.
The majority of her work induded geomehic, coloremphatic, designs done in bakik ( a r t technique dealing
with hat wax and dye). Two favorites according tocrowd
opinion seemed to be an oil done with a palette knife
picturing a forest paradise and a charcoal of a tigeress
and her cub.
Andrea, a fanatic on art history and Egyptian art, also
enjoys working in pottery. Her hobbiesinclude listening to
bluegrass and-jogging. She intends to work with an airbrush on scenery mural in the near future.
"I wanted to show batiks because no one really shows
the medium in this part of Alabama," said Ms. Gardner,

who first became interested in batik in 0 . Holmes k s ; ,
11class.
When asked what she'd like to do career-wise aft
graduation, she stated, "I'd like to be a profession
commercial a d i s t , probably an illustrator. I've alrem"
drawn a lot of cartoons. My favorite is Charles S~huitzI
Mr. Andy Gardner, Andrea's father and "number QI
supporter," said:'Andrea putsalot of tirneinhemrk. $I
puts it before her social life. We have a good response
her work today and look forward to bigger and bett
dlows."
A local Hoke's Bluff High School teacher, Mr. Murra:
Millander, spoke highly of Andrea and her work.
"An&ea is an up and caning young artist, probably or..'
of the better 'starving' artists in the area. I'm impreset
with the colors and with the patience I see in the art work
'Ihat quality is not common in a girl a s young a s she 1s; :
said Millander.
The Chanticleer staff wishes you good luck on your
future exhibits, Andrea!

give a gallery talk to the
faculty wives in the Hammond Hall Gallery.
Mr. Marvin Shaw received
an honcrable mention in July
at the Mary Lyle Sculptun?

--,

The Birmingham News, on in the show.
July 22, 1979, page seven,
announced the Birmingham
The Annotated complete
Museum Exhibition of the Resource Guide to Black
work of local artists. American Art, publishedand
Paintings by Mr. Lee distributed by B-.Oaklev

-----.
-- -
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review in the June 1979
Wilson Library Bulletin and
in the latest issue of Art
Bibliographies Modern
published
in
Oxford,
&gland.
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JaxStateputs the hammer
rs are open to a down for 3 minutes to win

new field for

By ALLEN CLARK
I'm sure everybody and their brothers have been
What are the women's outlookonthisnewcareer?
:reading and hearing about the problems that women
"I really like it," was Sherry Craig's comment. "I think
'reporters have been having when they try to get into the
we're setting an example for women. I started out in
locker rooms for interviews. Well, Jax State has three
Nursing but then I decided to change m y major to P . E.
women who do have access to the place that, until now,
This is a wide open field for women, and you can be pretty
was closed to the feminine gender.
pcsitive that you'll have a jo b when youfinish school."
Yvette Spillrnan (Kennesaw, Ga.), Sherry Craig (Fort
Payne) and Vicki Jones (Calhoun, Ga.) are now official
It wasn't an altogether new thing for Sherry to step into
athletic trainers here at Jax State. Yes, that's right. I said
sports. Sherry's dad played football a s well as her
that these three women are trainers for the JSU football
brother, and her mother played basketball in school.
team.
"People kid m e a lot about it," Sherry added. "But
they're just kidding around. Cverybody i s real nice to us
here. It seems like we just fit right in with the program."
Yvette has also been around sports for quite a while. She
not only participated in high school sports, she's on the
women's track team here at the college as well. Yvette is
planning on making a career as a college athletic trainer
and she's collecting all the experience she can get.
"I like what I'm doing. It's what I want to go in to,"
Yvette commented on her new job. "The only hard part
was the first three or four days and it was kind of awkward getting used to it. Now it's like being one of the
guys. "
Being a trainer is nothing new to Vicki Jones. Vicki
did the same thing at her high school.
"Over there the people are used to it," Vicki said. "Over
here it's something new and everybody makes a big deal
out of it. The difference though is that when it first started
aver there people smarted off about it, but over here
everybody thinks it's great."

By ALLEN CLARK
ball moving in the last
~twas young and tough quarter and had to punt the
Red Bardit defense that ball to A&M.
The Bulldogs, on their last
saved the day last Saturday
against Alabama A M . The possession, drove the ball 78
defense scored two touch- yards to what looked like the
downs and held off a last tieing score, but when the
minute scaring Qive by Bulldogs were within t m
A&M to win the game, 28-21. yards of the goal line, the
The scoring looked pretty Red Bandits were seeing red
even, but after looking at the and would not give up. They
stats, it was obvious that the held the 'Dogs bur downs
Gamecocks sorely needed and on the last down, the
thase "big plays" by the A&M offense were caught
defense to keep in the game. taking toomuch time and the
In the rushing category Jax ball was moved back to the
State gathered in 106 yards seven yard line.
With fourth down and
compared to 197 yards for
A M . In what is normally seven yards to go, linebaker
JSU's top area (passing),the Eddie Garfinkle was the
Gamecocks picked up only instant hero of the game
130 yards while A&M piled after he slapped away
Austin's last chance pass to
up 288 yards.
save the win for JSU.
Also something to note in
"We were all thinking pass
game was the number of an the play," Garfinkle said
penalties. A&M nullified after the big play. "I know I
w e r a third of their yardage was thinking of my zone. As
with a total of 185 yards soon as I saw Austin drop
worth of penalties, while Jax back I started looking for a
State had a total of 92 yards man, any man. I found one,
of penalties.
too. But the impartant thing
"I think it was obvious that though, is that I gdt to him
our defense won this game," M o r e the ball did."
said head coach Jim Fuller.
. < m i sis just a big, big win
"With the blocked punt, the hr the team," Garfinkle
interception and the goal line added. "It was a game we
-- stand we had some young had to have."
people grow up conrjderably
Coach Jim Fuller
out there."
ddinitely pleased with the
Gamecocks
had three win that evened UD Jax
of the wildest three minutes State's record at 1-1.'
just
possible as the first half was
"This
was
drawing to a close, and the tremendous win for
second half barely started. Fuller said. " ~ was
t a

last week's
loss to
Mississippi College. I
thought our defense came
through with several big
plays. Our offense moved the
ball at times, especially
whenwehadtohaveit."
The win didn't help the

team's conference record
(A&M is not a GSC team),
but it did warm them UD b r
the next game against
mnference foe, UT-Martin
next Saturday (Sept. 22).
'Ihegamestartsat7:30here
at Paul Snow Stadium.

Game Statistics
Jax State (28)
7
106
130
236
14
6
2
0
7-40.7
92

First downs
Yards rushing
Yards passing
Total offense
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Passes Int. by
Fumbles lost
Punting average
Yards ~enalized

Ala. A&M(21)
24
197
288
485
36
18
0
2
3-23.O

185

I JanicePace, the new volleyball coach,
I picked up an easy win in her debut. The

II

Ladies swept three straight over Stillman
College Thursday, 154,15-13,15-8.Nice
startjanice.

wi
1 The JSU wrestline team started official
1practice~onday.~oach
Mike Craft noted
that anybody still interested in trying out
"

.

should contact him immediately at the

-- ---

Sherry

Vicki

Some of you are going to say some silly things about it
and some of you might even be a little shocked, but I say
it's fantastic. These three ladies are opening up some
doors for themselves but most importantly, they're
qening the door to a whole new field for women in the
athletic program. Jim Skidrnore, JSU's athletic trainercoach, is more than glad that he came up with the
brainstorm idea last year.
,'I was more anxious than anybody to see it work out
because it was my idea and if it didn't work out I'd catch
it," Skidmore said. "But it's worked out just fine."
Skidmore, who seldom had a minute to himself and his
family last Year, is putting these ladies to work to prepare
them for the coming fall and winter s ~ o r t s .
"The athletic program has grown so much in the last
five years, that I need more people to help me cover all the
m a s , " Skidmore said. "These women are enthusiastic
and willing to learn everything. They're learning to be
responsible and that's going to take a lot of weight off my
shoulders. It's great to see their spirit. One of them is
always right there watching and trying to learn."
Jim Skidrnore is glad that the women a r e in the training
mom for more than just treatment for cuts and bruises.
With them in the area, everybody i s conscious of their
language a r ~ dbehavior, and they just might be making
some gentlemen out of some of the players.
Skidmore is hoping on a long range program and not
just a short lived fad.
"MYplan is to $ve the
the same
as
the men have in this field. MY women are going to be
alight. mey're going to do the job and get it done. It's
just going to be a big challenge for them," Skidmore
added.

- ----- - ----------J
SXOna naI1 Darely SLmea. Fuller said. "It was a game -.
' h e A&M Bulldxs were we needed, e q e c i a y a t e r C O & ~ U ~ !
the first to score in the
second quarter a f t e r a
scoreless &st quarter, but
the Gamecocks came back
two minutes later with a
Mike Watts' TD p a s to
Mgw,
W T
sophomore Derrick Whitely.
PLNAL7Y /S FOR M T I N 6
~ o c k v Riddle kicked the
PAT:
The Red Bandits backed
the Bulldogs up almost to the
goal line on their next
possession of the ball and
Rod Green came up with the
next big play when h e
blocked the A M punt and
fell on it in the end zone to
make the score 13-7. Riddle
kicked the PAT home to
make it 14-7.
Only 20 seconds l a t e r ,
"
Dwayne Parker picked off
an A&M pass and quickWhat does Jim Fuller think about it all?
stepped it 42 yards to the end
"Well, if these girls are willing to work and do the job,
zone for the score. Riddle
then great. They 're a part of the team," Fuller said. "It
was good again for the PAT
was a little bit of an adjustment gettingusedto themin the
and the halftime score stood
locker room, but they look like they know what they're
at 21-7.
doing. Oh, and they are a lot prettier than the rest of the
With only a little over a
trainers. Shoot, my two little girls at home think it's
minute and a half into the
neat."
third quarter, Watts teamed
What do the players think about the women?
up with Whitely again on a 65
Eddie Garfinkle: "I like 'em. It was hard to keep my
yard pass play to put the
mindon football in the beginning but now it's-like they're
score a t 28-7 after the PAT
not even out there. One thing that is great with them is
by Riddle.
that they're so delicate when -you get
hurt.
Now
I
like
It looked like the 'Cocks
that."
were going to run away with
Q~~bin^^^: "1 fike it a lot. I think it's aklght. you
the game, but the Bulldogs
how
it,s nice when ym come the practice field after a
were not to be denied the
hrd work out and
chance of a win.
always there with a pretty
Cleveland Austin, the
Bulldog
quarter back,
started piling up yardage in
the air and came up with two
quick scores. The first TD
pass went Frank Williams
kom nine yards out. That
put the score a t 28-14.
The Gamecock attack was
shut down and on A M ' S
next possession, the Bulldogs
435-5573
quarterback connected with
Roy Dean and he took the
MENU
ball in for the score. ' h e pass
HB steak & Fries .........................'2i75 w f t Drinks .................................... -35
combo was good for 47 y a d s .
leading passers. Des Ball of UNA paces the GSC in total
With
the
score
at
2821,
the
Lemonade, HawaiianPunch
Steak & Cheese,
eDelta
,
State, who handled 6 offense (404.0),total defense Gamecocks couldn't get the C. Bacon,
Grope Juice ..............................-50
Reuben ................................... '2.40
(
193.0),
rushing
defense
passes for 83 yards and one
(92.5),
and
scoring
offense
scare, is the GSC's leading
Roast Beef ..................................'2.20 Fries ...............................................050
(24.0). Mississippi College is
receiver.
Erabysitter
needed
~ a m , ~ u r k eItalian
y,
Saus. ........... 1-95 Draft ..................... 2.75 pitch.,
mug .60
Jacksonville State's Greg the top rushing team
averaging
344
yards
pg
Lowery, who averaged 41.2
m b ~ , G r i n d e rB
,LT .................... '1 090 Bottles ...........................................075
Call 435-6499
yards per kick, leads the game and Delta State i s the
GSC in punting, while team passing leader with a
m a n u e l Youne of UNA 227.0 yards per game.
leads in punt ret&s with a
Jacksonville State is tops
fine 12.2 average per return. against the pass giving up a
Two (2) rgp omelet with
of bucon or srusogeI h
a
sa
A. W. Clark also of
'63
Gibson
Les
paltry 28.0 yards per game.
Jacksonville State leads in
home hiesI hast host
fly.
0
l h y State and Misdsippi
with
a
27.7
kickoff returns
Paul.
Excellent
College a r e tied for top
-Ie
average followed closely by honars in scoring defense,
condition. Call
Mike Ray of UT-Martin with giving up 7.0 points in their
Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 11 PM on
a 24.7 average.
opening games.
In the team statistics,

THE'

Yvette with "theguys

Gamecocks pick up four
top spots in GSC stab
BIRMINGHAM-Mississippi College's Calvin
Howard takes the early lead
in two offensive categories in
the first Gulf South Conference football statistics
released #is week through
the office of Commissioner
Jim McCullough.
Howard picked up 178
yards rushkg in his first
wting of the season to give
him the early lead in rushing
offense in the c o n f e ~ n a eHe
.
also leads the GSC in total
d e n s e . Tailback, Lawson
Fletcher of UNA acaunmulated 208 yards an tfie
ground Saturday leading

UNA to its win over Division
I School, Middle T e ~ e ~ e
but it was good fbr only
second place in the conference rushing stats since
UNA has already played 2
games.
Ten players are logjammed atop the leading
scorers' statistics
representing 7 different
schools.
While Jacksonville State
quarterback, Mike Watts,
surfaced a s the first week's
leading passer, 2 Delta State
quarterbacks, Tony Bowen
and Steve Reich, are ranked
in the top three of the GSC

z ~ N ' HNaw
T

SUBS & SUDS
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'
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We Now Sene Breakfast!
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First hand
view of the
Bama game
By JOE BRYAN
Alabama continued its
dominance of the South as
the Tide rolled over Georgia
Tech in the nationally
televised season opener 3 M .
Bama was led by quarterback Steedman Shealy
rushed for 79 yards,
including one touchdown,
and passed for an additional
108 yards. Next to shealy
were fallback Steve Whitman and halfback Major'
Cgilvie who rushed for 63
and 59 yards reqectively.
All-American split end
candidate Keith Pugh led the
receiving corps with 51 yards
on four receptions.
However, it was the
defense that shut down the
much.hefalded passing
sophomore quarterback
Mike Kelly, limiting him to
160 yards and one touchdown, most of which came in
the second half against
Bama's prevent defense, and
wfrich included b u r Bama
intefieptions.
~t first the game appeared
to be the close match the
apposing coaches predicted.
The Tech defense suce s s w l y thwarted the initial
Alabama drives, the latter
by aninterception at the two.
m y coupled with an 80 yard
quick kick by Kelly seemd
to swing the mmentum to
the Jackets. However, m the
subsequent offenive play
h r Tech, E. J. Junior picked
off a Kelly pass and
scrambled 59 yards hr a
touchdown to enable the Tide
to draw first blood. The
anversion failed and Bama
led &()with1:11 remaining in
me first quarter.
Olgilvie later plunged w m
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The 12 Gamecock Seniors

from the 1 in the waning
seconds of the first half to
give Barna a 1 2 0 halftime
lead.
Al&ama's size and depth
became more apparent as
the Tide rolled UP 18 more
points in the second half on a
13 yard touchdown run by
Steve Whit~-~~an,
S h e a l ~'s 11
yard touchdown scamper
and 31 yard field goal by
Alan McElroy. Bama
probably dmuld have scored
more as the offense seemed
to move the ball at will in the
second half, yet a spirited
Tech defense led by A1
Richardson, the ABC
defensive player of the
game, and Henry Johnson,
refused to yield in critical
situath~ns. BY this time,
however, the Jackets were
Playing more for pride than
hope.
If there were to be any
happiness for the Tech
Section of the 57,000 plus, it
would have come in the final
minutes of the game when,
aftertwomajor penalties, an
interception and a fumble,
h n Chadwick outwrestled
free safety Jim Bob Harris
for a 36 yard touchdown pass
kom Kelly.
Perhaps the game could be
best summed up by a Tech
fan wandering outside aE
Grant Field who was
weheard to say, " . . . but
'hch dominated those last 12
seconds . . ."
Both teams will now have
to prepare b r
a
their next contest. Bama will
host Baylor, while Tech
travels to Florida to meet the
New Coach
Pd.
--.-I

These 12 Gamecocks represent Jacksonville State's senior class on the 1979squad this year.

From left, kneeling, Hay

Brock, Rocky Riddle, Jerome Coleman, Dwayne Y arker, Rod Green, and Blane Tidwell. Standing from left, Eddie Garfinkle,

Jm Henderson, Mark Huskey, Mike Watts, Greg Robinson and James Moreen. Shown with the seniors is head coach Jim Fuller
-#
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(Continued
together. Being bweaucrats they also managed, with
their typticd inefficiency, to ban certain products and
leave on the market items that are much more harmful,
such as cyclamates (banned) and saccharin (more
harmful, but still on the market). Of course, one would
h v e to drink a case of diet soda a day for a Year to suffer
any illeffects
either one. If youdrink toomuch water
it will make you sick, and with the FDAit is just a matter
of time before they get to H two 0.
Secondon the list are all thasevariousgroups who seem
to want to make it their business to keep the rest of us
healthy. It was political pressure from these groups that
caused most of the bans by the FDA. Remember DDT,
awful stuff right? Now, these groups are claiming that the
paticides that have replaced DDT are more dangerous
that DDTitself. Well, that I dobelieve. Any poison is going
to be dangerous. It wouldn't be a poison if it wasn't.
So all these groups want to ban all pesticides and herbicides. See, they say that all these chemicals could cause
millions of cases of cancer and birth defects a generation
fromnow. The fact they ignore is thatwithout the poisons
millions will starve right now. America's five million

fanners can't feed three-foudhs the world's population
without chemicals.
These are also pretty much the same peopie who are
responsible for the seatbelts and all the little buzzers in
your car. In 1981, that car will have airbags thanks to
these folks. It doesn't matter that research still hasn't
shown airbags to be anymore effective than seatbelts or
shoulder harnesses, they will still be there. They will also
cost you several hundred bucks extra per car. It doesn't
evenmatter if you don't warit them, just like a motorcycle
helmet, you'll have to have them.
One time, quite a while back, there was in this country
a thing called personal freedom. You could back then,
believe it or not, do anything you pleased a s -long as you
endangered or disturbed no m e else. If you wanted to try
to dive off a bluff, that was your business and your life.
Heck, you could even smoke a cigarette without first
being warned by the surgem general. Unfortunately,
those days are gone. Those of us who happen to enjoy fine
pipe tobacco and good liquor no longer may enjoy our
pleasures in peace. In fact the way things are going, we
may not be able to enpy them at all.

Review

w e r tradition which in the
end neither one wins and a
pledge loses - fatally!
Fraternity Row is a good
wholesome movie h r the
mlleee Crowd to identifv

(Continued From Page 6 )
with. It shows the c l ~ e n e s ; end. This particular scene is
and brotherhood of frats a s symbolic of the disapwell as the social slobbery
and senseless rituals (such pearance of hazing from
as hadng) that was the some campuses over the
muse nf Zac's death in the
Vears. Emotionallv stirring

Gillette

SCOPE

TRAC II

Mouthwash

Camedges S's

andprovocative in its portrayal
of
characters1
Fraternity Row is a
milestone in films (even this
writer felt a lump in his
throat when Zac died).

FINAL NET
Hair Spray
8-01. Size

18 Or.

Package & Gas

"

7-..
f-

-'

Highway 204

\

i

h
/

I

I

Package & Gas

\

Last Chance For S a l e Prices!

L2.m

CASE

Miller can ..................................4.50

8.50

Pabst...........................................3.90

7.80

11
ta..............................................5.20
Schlitz.........................................4.50

10.00
8.50

Bud can......................................5.25
4.85
Busch........................I...............m...

10.00
9.50

Our Prices Include Sales Taxl

Brut

Body On Tap

LIGHT
POWDER

SHAMPOO

I s133
11-01. Sire

Reg. 'IU

h&

Sire

-

GEORGIA
PEANUTS

1

6PK

Our Imports are delicious

4.50
Moosehead. .............................................

11-01. Can

s ~ T s a l l

4.50
Beck's.. ....................................................
We have the widest selections and the cheapest
prices anywherel

-

Gamecock Roster
No.
10
11
52
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
30
31
32
34
35
37
38
40
41
42
44
45
47
50
51
52
54
55
56
57
59
60
64
65
66
68
69
71
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
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Name
Ray Brock
Terry Stephens
Ed Lett
Jimmy Shaddix
Qu~ntinStevenson
M~ke
Watts
Eugene Roberts
Ken Roberts
Wayne McCoy
Jerome Coleman
Kenny Stokes
Mark Moore
A W Clark
James Moreen
Andy Benefield
Kevln Ware
Greg Colton
Kelth K~lgore
Armo GostanIan
Rocky Rlddle
Harr~sMontgomer\
Ralph Battle
Soy Evans
Kelv~nDaniels
C e d r ~ cBrownlee
Rod Green
Ryan Reynolds
Dwayne Parker
Randy Lagod
Carl Bullard
Owen Yarbrough
Eddle Garflnkle
David Roper
Rocky Harnen
Robert Carter
Greg Robinson
Leonard Fearby
Billy Dillard
Bobby House
Tommy Phillips
7-~mWeaver
Bubba Parsons
Jarn~eButler
Jon Barefield
Joe Young
Frankie 0 Dell
Robert Harbln
Buddy Hartselle
Mark Huskey
Calvln Rackley
Tlm Spears
Blane T~dwell
Ted Watson
Joe Hartsfield
Derrick Whitely
Lowell Preskltt
Sherman Ledford
Joe Henderson
Gregg Lowery
John White
Carl Butts
Frank Wester

Pos.
TE
TB
QB
OB
QB
QB
WR
QB
TB
DB
DB
S
TB
WR
OT
TB
DB
S
K
K
FB
DB
K
FB
FB
DB
DE
DB
LB
C
C
LB
LB
NG
LB
L.B
LB
NG
OG
OG
OT
OG
NG
OT
DT
DT
OG
DT
OT
DT
OT
OT
DT
WR
WR
DE
DE
DE
P
DE
TE
DE

11-11

Ht.
5-10
5-7
5-10
5-10
6-3
6-2
5-9
5-10
5-10
6-2
5-8
6-0
5-1 1
6-2
6-0
5-5
5-9
5-9
5-8
5-10
5-10
6 -1
6-2
5-1 1
5-10
5-10
5 - 11
5-8
5-1 1
6-0
6-3
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-1 1
6-0
6 -1
5-8
5-1 1
5-10
6-3
5-1 1
6 -1
6 -1
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-0
6-2
5-1 1
6-3
6-2
5-9
6 -1
5-10
6-2
5-1 1
6-2
6-2
6 -1
6 -1

11-11

Wt.

185
172
187
165
177
185
157
173
190
175
165
193
176
182
165
150
168
153
165
155
190
172
220
165
205
172
188
171
195
21 2
220
195
195
21 2
178
200
185
220
205
24 1
233
220
220
235
235
224
240
237
230
220
266
259
225
150
175
180
205
201
170
200
190
191

1-11

Class
SR
SO
FR
FR
FR
SR
FR
JR
SR
SR
FR
JR
SO
SR
FR
FR
SO
FR
JR
SR
SC)
FR
FR
FR
JR
SR
SO
SR
FR
JR
FR
SR
FR
SO
FR
SR
FR
SO
SO
JR
SO
FR
FR
FR
FR
JR
JR
JR
SR
JR
SO
SR
FR
FR
SO
SO
FR
SR
FR
FR
FR
SO

11-11

Hometown
Pell C ~ t yAL
Jacksonv~lleAL
Glencoe AL
Clint TX
Phenlx Clty
Alexandr~a AL
Fort Myers FL
Nlceville FL
Pell City AL
Newnan GA
Covlngton GA
Dothan AL
Annlston AL
Tallapoosa GA
Plsgah AL
Fort Myers FL
Newnan GA
Ann~ston AL
Miami FL
Mlaml FL
Eastaboga AL
Huntsville AL
Ohatchee AL
Wildwood FL
Huntsville AL
Huntsville AL
Hlaleah FL
Rome GA
Chattanooga TN
Pope MS
Enterprise AL
Ft Lauderdale FL
East Gadsden AL
Scottsboro AL
Leeds AL
Alexandr~a AL
Newman GA
Dalton GA
Douglasvlll~GA
Calhoun GA
Birmingham AL
Gadsden
Huntsvllle
Birmingham AL
Oxford AL
Bynum AL
Huntsvllle AL
Huntsv~lle AL
Huntsv~lle AL
Camilla GA
Alexander Clty AL
Clarksvllle TN
Repton AL
Forest Park GA
Birmingham AL
Selma AL
Tucker GA
Lindale GA
Huntsville AL
Warner Roblns GA
Waycross GA
Gadsden AL

Margaret Pope's
down on the
women's tennis team
Players Returning:
No. 1 Michelle Bland.
Panama City, Fla. senior,
good consistent player, lots
af experience; having a very
good fall practice.
No. 2 Aileen FinleyHuntsville, Al. Junior, good
steady player. Won No. 2
doubles in state last year
with Dianne Stewart.
No. 3 Dianne StewartHomewood, Al. Sophana-e,
VET y good player with a lot af
power; has unlimited
patential. Won No. 3 singles
in state and No. 2 doubla
with Aileen Finley .
No. 4 Schuyler PattenanMarietta, Ga. Junior, steady
player who has played a lot
of tennis this past summer,
va-y determined and cmdstent. ,She and h i e Howell
won No. 3 doubles in state
ampetition.
No. 5 Vanessa Churc hwellPanama City, Fla., used up
eligibility.
No. 6 Lorie HowellCentre,
Al. Was undefeated in
regular state competition.
Lost her only match in state
tournament, was runnerup
in AAIAW COMPETITION.

during fall practice.
Susan Burleson, Decatur,
Al. A junior college transfer
from Calhoun Cunmunity
Junior College. Susan is a
very hard worker. She
comes highly recommended
from Calhoun and will make
a definite contribution to the
team.
Muffin Clark, Marietta,
Ga. A freshman who played
No. 1 at Marietta High
School. Muffin is a steady
player who works hard.
Mindi Carver, Rome, Ga.
A sophomore who is transferring from Shorter
College. Mindi played No. 1
on the State College team.
She is a very strong player
who is having a very good
fall season.
Theresa
Turner,
Bessemer, Al. A sophomore
who works very hard and has
a lot lot of natural ability.
A
The team is in the process
of playing
inter-team
competition for position.
They have been working
hard and the competition is
very good.
There will be matches on

team expected
best ever in '79
We have a young team that
has much ptentiai. With the
acperience of la.% year's
gmup and the added height
our freshmen have bmught,
we should have the b a t
women's volleyball team
ever at JackmnviUe State,
We have not completely
geiled yet, but the gids a r e
working hard iii acti ice and
we expect tc be ready for
Stillman on TRmday, &pt.
13. We are running a 5-1
offense which is unfamiliar
to many of our players, but
they are catching on extremely quick and &.low a lot
of power in the qiking
department. On the whole,
we're fairly small, but we
are very determined. The
toughest competition we will
face will be the U. of
Alabama, but everyone we
play lNili be improved from

lad year and we will have a
fight on our hands. l l ~ team
e
last year had an excellent
record, but we hope to improve on it this year.

Returning: Karen Hester.
senior, Anniston, 5' 3"; Nan
Jwies, sophmore, Six Mile.
<.
I ,
Jan Nicotra,
%@ornore, Marietta, Ga., 5'
5"; h a Reeurt, sophomore,
S m Juan Puerto Rico, 5' 3":
Tamrny Snider, sophomore,
m.3,

.histon, 5' 9''.

New: Debble Seales,
freshman, 5 11"; C a s r r
O'Heme, freshman, Wmtes
Park. Ha., 5 l o " , L'srol
Johnson, freshman, ,:la
niston, 5' 5"; Stephanie f i k man, treshman, Akron.
%io, 5' 3"; Kim Hester.
senlor, Gadsden, 5' 6".

